
Article 1262: Girl’s white satin dress, with jacket with puffy sleeves. Both are embroidered with white beads and 
sequins. There is a pale pink, rectangular label sewn to the inside of the dress with the brand name and a black 
card label attached to the dress by a pink string with a round pink plastic clasp marked with  the brand name and 
a picture of a white butterfly.  
 
Article 5905: Girl’s white, sleeveless dress with black stripes across the chest, with a small white pleated, sailor 
skirt. The dress has white trim, a collar and tie with an embroidered logo resembling the letter “R” in black and 
silvery-white. There is a gold and black crest embroidered on the upper-right chest area.  The word “Country” is 
on the lower part of the crest. The cloth label sewn inside the garment bears the brand name together with a red 
butterfly and the size. A white card label with the brand name is also attached marked with the following: “Stile 
n.; Size; Price; Prodotto importato; imported goods”.  
 
Article G617: Girl’s lilac dress with a skirt with lilac/purple and white horizontal stripes.  
 
Article 7804: Girl’s white dress, with skirt. The sleeveless top has wide black stripes. Sleeves and collar have 
white cloth trim. A silver rhinestone crown is on the right of the chest area. Above this is a large bow with black 
and white stripes. The ends fall onto the skirt. A fabric label on the inside of the garment bears the brand name 
and the size. A pale pink cardboard label   bearing the brand name and a picture of a butterfly is also attached.  
 
Article 517: Girl’s white dress with jacket with white cotton floral embroidery with silvery beads and sequins. A 
pale pink rectangular label is sewn to the inside of the dress marked with the brand name.  
 
Article 22244: Girl’s dress with white and red skirt and jacket.  
 
Article 1261: Girl’s white, sleeveless dress with jacket with white cotton floral embroidery with silvery beads 
and sequins. A pale pink label is sewn to the inside of the dress with the brand name.. A black card label   is 
attached to the dress by a pink string with a round pink plastic clasp. The upper part bears the brand name and a 
picture of a white butterfly.   
 
Article S198: Bordeaux coloured girl’s dress with satin and voile jacket with red cotton floral embroidery and 
red beads and sequins shaped like spheres and petals. The sleeves of the voile jacket have 2 flounces and red 
satin ribbons with small bows.  A pale pink card label is f attached showing a brown-haired girl wearing a dress 
with a light-coloured bodice and dark pink skirt, with a bow in front as well as the brand. Article 5199: Girl’s 
dress with white skirt and jacket with floral embroidery and silvery beads and sequins, particularly on the jacket 
trim (two long beads alternating with one round sequin). There are small white satin bows on the sleeves and the 
dress is trimmed with simple lace. A pale pink rectangular label is sewn to the inside of the dress with the brand 
name. A black card label is attached to the dress by a pink string with a round pink plastic clasp.  
 
Article XR0472: Girl’s dress with satin and voile skirt and jacket, white. The fully-lined skirt is embroidered 
with fabric flowers. On the left side of the short jacket there is floral embroidery embellished with oblong white 
beads. To the left of that there is a larger flower made of shiny white fabric and beads. A pale pink label is sewn 
on the inside of the dress marked with the brand name. A black cardboard label also attached to the dress by a 
pink string with a round pink plastic clasp.  
 
Article 580: Girl’s dress with white skirt and jacket. To the left of the jacket collar there is a fabric flower and 
three thick satin ribbons that create flounces on the waist. A pale pink rectangular label is sewn to the inside of 
the dress marked with the brand name. A black cardboard label is attached to the dress by a pink string with a 
round pink plastic clasp. 
 


